In recognition of their outstanding scholarly achievement, the Dean and Faculty of the Kimmel School wish to congratulate the following students who have been placed on the Dean’s list. This is a significant accomplishment in the academic life of a student.

To qualify for the Dean’s List, a student must achieve at least a 3.5 grade-point average out of a possible 4.0 on a regular semester’s work.

We congratulate these student-scholars on achieving this academic distinction.

**Freshman**
Saleh Mahdi Almuhamid
Matthew Steven Hauser
GHALIB KHALID SHUTAYFI
Jordan T. Thomas

**Sophomore**
Mahdi Mohammed S. Al Numays
Salem Mansoor S. Albabakri
Khalid Abdullrahman A. Alghamdi
James Caleb Madison Bishop
Dustin Wayne Burgess
Jacob Daniel Cannell
Terail Wayne Clonts
Matthew Dalton Dail
Noah Allan Dunham
Austin Douglas Elliott
Keaton Brent Foster
Lance Roger Haney
Jordan Chandler Hardwick
Zachary Russel Henderson
Jonathan Andrew Ledford
William Charles Cray
Carsen Leigh Ann McKeel
Wesley Dalton Mull
Ronald Chad Nichols
William Francis Quigley
Riley W. Seyffert
Bryson Brett Shannon
Levi Kendall Shepherd
Rachel Adele Shinskie
Jeremy James Smith
Thor Michael Smith
Lauren Stokes
Bennett Jacob Street
Nicholas A. Watson
Tyler Luke Wilcox

**Junior**
Tanner Leigh Brookshire
Mitton James Canupp
Emma Meaghan Castanho
Bradley Alan Chapman
Jesse Lloyd Curtis
Charles David DeWeiler
Wesley Edward Dixon
Ashley C. Fisher
Holly Lee Gaines
Daren Rebekah Hewett
Larry Ben Ledford
Wesley Ryan Mangum
Spencer Watkins McDonald
Nicholas Alan Neal
John Fletcher Sanders
Matthew J. Savarda
Dylan L. Shook
Mohammed Khalid Shutayfi
Jacob Aaron Spurling
Jordan Marcus Talley
Jastin Capuyan Telles
Jessie Ray Walker
Daniel Clayton Wallace
Kanishka H. Weerakody
Travis Nathaniel Whitaker

**Senior**
Isaias Medina Acevedo
Edward Blake Anderson
Joshua Blake Barlow
Nolan Ryan Berger
Matthew Lee Billings
Kyle Andrew Bradshaw
Tyler Paul Butler
Patrick Paul Casper
Jordan Phillip Chaires
Logan Andrew Edwards
Hillary Brooke Fearrington
Kenyatta Tacuma Fortune
Kaleb Joseph Frizzell
Anthony Logan Gentry
Adam Colle Gropp
Leroy Harrill
Justin Brian Harris
David G. Hartman
William Caleb Hendren
Christian Horlebein
Charles E. Howard
Christopher Daniel Jennings
Jordan Christopher Joseph
Michael Taylor King
Ryan William Lawson
Jeffery Wayne Lucas
Joshua Andrew Mathis
Peter J. Mueller
David Nathaniel Nestler
Crystal Lee Dawn Ondesko
Harrison Palmer Orr
Patrick Cole Penland
Brittany N. Phillips
Rodney Lamont Reid
Dustin Scott Rice
Jacob Bly Rogers
Christopher Robert Royer
Matthew Taylor Scheffel
Lee Clark Sechrest
Joshua David Shuler
Corey M. Shull
Benjamin Carroll Straw
Philip Tyler Styles
Jordan Robert Tallent
Joshua Tyler Tanner
Ronald William Thomas
Cheng Xeng Thor
William Anderson Todd
Ross Palmer Tolley
Richard Harry Vang
Melissa Anne Williams
Aaron W. Young